EXHIBITION ESSAY
Wild weather: what next for Queensland’s climate and photography?
By Tim Riley Walsh
Queensland is synonymous with wild weather. The online exhibition TWENTY richly documents the
last two decades of our climate and its unenviable record of floods, tropical cyclones, droughts, and
even inland tsunamis. Unsurprisingly, in 2019 the QLD Government described our region as “the
most natural disaster prone state in Australia”.1 And our next twenty years will experience even
higher temperatures, less rainfall, and more dramatic climate events – due predominantly to global
warming.2
A type of disaster not documented in TWENTY’s survey of the state’s last twenty years are bushfires,
a focus of my research, and a climate event whose likelihood will only grow under the influence of
increased heat and reduced rainfall.3 Australia’s 2019-20 ‘Black Summer’ of bushfires—felt most
immediately in New South Wales and Victoria—were grim precursors of this future. Though
historically a state of cyclones, floods, and droughts, recent unprecedented fires within QLD’s
Lamington and Japoon National Parks, reflect our likely participation in what fire historian Stephen
Pyne has labelled the Pyrocene – the fire equivalent of an ice age.4
This new era brings with it exceptional challenges. Photography, and visual culture more broadly, are
crucial tools that help us to understand these threats, but as I will illustrate here, are threatened
themselves in significant ways.
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QLD’s self-image is caught between two poles: our climate’s extremes and a calmer, ‘paradise’
status. When we lurch too far to the extreme, it is unsurprising that our desire is to return rapidly to
the opposite. We repair, rebuild, repress – and identify with our ability to bounce back and move on.
Rather than dwell, we look to our photographers to record these happenings, our state repositories
to store them, our artists to memorialise them in our public spaces.
In Troy Hansen’s 2011 image all three of these expectations converge in one picture documenting
Australian artist Richard Tipping’s familiar public work Watermark (2000). Tipping’s work consists of
the word ‘flood’ fabricated at an imposing scale in red plate steel letters and ‘sunk’ into New Farm
Park’s river walkway. Originally commissioned to acknowledge the city’s historic flood levels of 1893
and 1974, Tipping's work suddenly became a more active watermark in 2011 when the Brisbane

river broke its banks during the city’s historic inundation, recorded for posterity in Hansen’s picture.
Reflecting on this event, Tipping recalls that at the time of Watermark’s conception, he was told that
there would never be another flood in Brisbane due to the Wivenhoe Dam.5 The overflowing dam, a
so called impossible event, was captured in this image by Dean Saffron during the 2011 floods.
Images like Hansen and Saffron’s (and sculptures like Tipping’s) help us to recall these events,
remind us of the damage and the legacy of their lesson: to resist complacency. It remains curious
how quickly public memory disperses like receding waters and we soon grow idle.
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Time heals all wounds, or so the cliché goes. But what does time claim in return? Our ability to recall
these events in detail hampers both our preparedness for the future and learning from the past.
Though we may rely on images such as these, they also often disrupt our own recollections. The
ambiguous function of memory and trauma seems echoed in the competing viewpoints that
documentary photographers present as part of TWENTY. Saffron’s dramatic picture of the flood’s
impact outside of Brisbane in Grantham, Lockyer Valley, shows shredded bridges with teetering car
bodies. In Brian Cassey’s arresting 2006 image in the aftermath of Cyclone Larry, Innisfail resident
Kate Charleston stands in front of her destroyed home, its shattered form echoed in the repeated
cuts and abrasions across Charleston’s upper body.
Contrastingly, Hansen’s image of a flooded Watermark, as well as Leif Ekstrom’s view of Brisbane
CBD across the swollen river from the Kangaroo Point Cliffs, communicate an odd sense of calm: a
quality accentuated especially in Ekstrom’s due to the vast separation between the photographer
and their subject. Similarly, as such events become distant within our memories it is easy to
remember them more benignly. Overwhelmed by a rapid information cycle, we grow desensitised,
give in to denial, and retreat.
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With less time and even slimmer attention spans, we crave one image to summarise our complex
7
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world. Raised on the spectacle of Hollywood disaster
films, our appetite has grown to expect
consistent drama, emotion, and impact. Though the increasing scale of natural disasters seems to be
answering these problematic expectations, there is a separate issue that climate events are less
visible due to their isolation from civilization or too big, too slow, or too fast to capture with a typical
camera. It is unsurprising then that one of the dominant formats for how we visualise our present
age is from an aerial view.

In late 2018, the blaze in far north QLD’s Japoon National Park saw a large section of world heritage
tropical rainforest burn for an extended, ten-day period – mostly unseen by locals, authorities, and
media. An environment that normally suppresses fires, the extent of the unprecedented burning
was only revealed after a satellite recorded a dark scar cut through the land.6 Higher up than
Saffron’s bird’s eye view of flooded Ipswich, art historian T.J. Demos suggests that satellite imagery
and visualisations of data (which appear to be taken from space, but are illustrations) are now the
dominant mode of how we represent this rapidly changing planet.7 These dominated recent ABC
analysis of ‘Black Summer’, with the article separately noting that footage captured from specialised
fire monitoring aircraft was largely obscured by the vast plumes of smoke.8 As our climate grows
more extreme, our conventional means of visual engagement appear increasingly challenged: by the
scale of these disasters, our overfamiliarity with traditional media, and how new media can also
distance us further from these events.
If we are to act, then we must confront the sites of our complacency: including the language we use
to describe these threats. This includes the concept that the rapidly warming planet is somehow
natural. For disaster risk management scholars Lee Bosher and Ksenia Chmutina, it is crucial to
acknowledge that so called ‘natural disasters’, born from existing and poorly managed ‘hazards’, are
rarely ‘natural’. This is because there ‘tends to be many important human induced factors that have
converted the natural hazard into a disaster.’9

As Queensland University of Technology’s Liz Brogden described at a recent public lecture, the
reason why such language should be challenged is that it removes our sense of involvement from
these climactic events.10 As Brogden argued, disaster emerges as a threat from a state of
vulnerability and this can be factored into how we design our cities and urban spaces: an argument
that holds even more water in this era of social distancing and recent scholarship from the World
Health Organisation and the United Nations which describes COVID-19 as a by-product of
environmental destruction.11
Where the ‘Queenslander’ houses of the past have responded to our state’s humid environs and
kept us cool—and been easily swept away by waters and cyclonic wind—the architecture and design
of the future must rapidly factor in this dense knot of threats that face us as we look to the next
twenty years.
Disasters are stark warnings from a planet under heavy duress – as many of the ‘Wild weather’
images of TWENTY attest. Beyond designing more resilient communities and resisting the fiction that
these events are somehow normal, the state’s future must focus on championing and prioritising
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural knowledge, in particular relating to proper land
management. This is especially important in the light of existing policy’s arguable failure and historic
mistreatment of the land by colonists.12
Suppressed during and long after colonisation, Indigenous land practices are presently receiving
overdue attention and recognition from academic communities — which have historically
disregarded First Nations’ expertise. Many Australians already value this deep well of ancestral
knowledge, as seen in the popularity of the writings of Yuin, Bunurong and Tasmanian writer Bruce
Pascoe and more recently by QLD’s own Victor Steffensen, a descendent of the Tagalaka peoples of
Cape York and an Indigenous fire practitioner.13
Focusing this collective energy could help power an urgent reframing of our state’s collective image:
one that actions reparations for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, as well as situates
their experience and knowledge at the heart of a shared project to guide Queensland’s precarious
environmental future.14
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